Season's Greetings 2019

Answer the CLUES (A through W), then transfer each letter (e.g., H-130) to the corresponding square in the GRID (130-H).

Work back and forth, using areas you have already solved to help figure out more of the puzzle.

Bonus prize: When you finish, the first letters in the column of clues (reading downward) will reveal the author of the quote in the puzzle.
A. Was a happy beast

B. ______ return!

C. Mad Englishman

D. What the librarian said

E. Yearn

F. Type of printing

G. Spike

H. Book lovers

I. A Barrymore

J. Underworld traveler

K. Fiction, briefly

L. Special part of stamen

M. Rudolph’s surgical need?

N. Loathe

O. Old jokes

P. Bigger than big

Q. Bearded sheep

R. Underwater vane

S. Definitely not grain

T. Heaviness, weight

U. Conclude by deduction

V. Christmas coal quantity

W. Illumination